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Even a pure bulk Fe has a complicated magnetic phase and its magnetism is still needed to be clarified. In this
study we investigated the magnetism of bcc and fcc bulk Fe with total energy calculations as functions of
atomic volume. The full-potential linearized augmented plane wave method was adopted within a generalized
gradient approximation. The ground state of bulk Fe is confirmed to be of ferromagnetic (FM) bcc. For fcc
structured Fe an antiferromagnetic (AFM) state is more stable compared to FM states which exist as low spin
and high spin states. The stable AFM states were found to accompany a tetragonal distortion, while the FM
states remained in a cubic symmetry. At an expanded lattice constant a high spin FM state was calculated to be
able to be stabilized with significant enhanced magnetic moment compared to the value of the ground state, bcc
FM.
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1. Introduction

Magnetism of a material is quite sensitive to its environ-
ment such as reduced dimensionality, reduced coordinate
number, and crystal structure. For examples, MnPt3 shows
a more stable antiferromagnetic (AFM) state compared to
a ferromagnetic (FM) state at a surface even though its
bulk magnetic ground state is FM [1], whereas MnAu3

does a reverse behavior, stabilized in a FM state at a
surface in spite of its ground state of AFM in the bulk [2].
More recently, the magnetism of a Pd thin film was
reported to be dependent of its thickness and exhibit an
oscillatory behavior. Its ferromagnetism is realized with
particular thicknesses and induced by quantum well states
[3].

The magnetic ground state of bulk Fe is well known to
be of bcc FM, but metastable fcc and hcp Fe can also be
synthesized thanks to recently developed state-of-the-art
technology [4-6]. Even though the metastable fcc Fe has
been studied for several decades [7-10] because of both
fundamental significance and practical application con-
cerns, its magnetism is still controversial. A pioneering
study on fcc Fe was done by Moruzzi et al. [11] who

found that fcc Fe can exist in several magnetic structures
and a nonmagnetic (NM) state is more stable compared to
FM states, even though they did not take account of AFM
state. When local density approximation was used as an
approximation for exchange-correlation potential, a calcu-
lation failed to predict a correct ground state of bcc FM
Fe. [10] The more recent developed generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) [12, 13] gave the results of the
correct ground state of bcc FM for bulk Fe, being used
with the all electron full-potential linearized augmented
plane wave (FLAPW) method. However, a pseudopotential
method and a linear muffin-tin orbital method still resulted
in wrong ground states or controversial results [14, 15]. A
pseudopotential calculation employing linear augmented
plane wave basis was quite consistent with a result of
FLAPW method, even though they considered no AFM
state [16].

In this study with the FLAPW method [17] within
GGA [18], bcc FM, fcc NM, fct AFM, and fcc FM states
were taken account of. We confirmed a bcc FM state to
be ground for a bulk Fe. For a fcc bulk Fe an AFM state
is more stable compared to the other magnetic states of
NM and FM states which exist as low and high spin
states. The AFM states were found to accompany a
tetragonal distortion, while the FM states remained in a
cubic symmetry. The notable finding in this study is that
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an FM state with an enhanced magnetic moment can be
achieved at an expanded lattice constant. 

2. Methodology

For bcc structured Fe we took account of only FM state
and for fcc structured Fe we did AFM state as well as FM
one. The AFM coupling between the nearest neighbor Fe
atoms is assumed along z-direction as shown in Fig. 1. 

The Schroedinger-like Kohn-Sham equation [19] was
solved self-consistently with the FLAPW method. In this
method no shape approximation to charge density and
potential is adopted and GGA is employed for the ex-
change-correlation potential. Lattice harmonics, with l ≤
8, were used to expand the charge density, potential, and
wavefunctions inside the muffin-tin (MT) radius of 2.2
a.u. for the Fe atom. An energy cut-off of 13 Ry and a
256 Ry star function cut-off were used for the basis set
and for depicting the charge density and potential in the
interstitial region, repectively. Integrations over the 3D
Brillouin zone (BZ) were replaced by a summation over
4000 k-points inside the 3D BZ. Convergence test for
numbers of basis functions and k-points has been done to
check the reliability of our calculation. All core electrons
were treated fully relativistically, while valence states
were treated scalar relativistically, i.e., considering all the
relativistic terms without spin-orbit coupling [20]. Self-
consistency was assumed when the difference between
input and output charge (spin) densities was less than 0.5
× 10−4 electrons/a.u.3

3. Calculational Results 

Fig. 2 shows calculated total energies (lower panel) and
magnetic moments (upper panel) as functions of atomic

volume. For fcc structured Fe we also calculated the total
energies as functions of c/a ratio. Cubic symmetry is
stable for the FM states, but tetragonal distortion takes
place for the AFM state. The c/a ratio of the AFM state
was calculated to be 1.08 at the equilibrium and the ratio
increases linearly as the atomic volume does. The values
shown in Fig. 2 are optimized ones for the c/a ratio.

Triangles, diamonds, circles and squares represent bcc
FM, fcc NM, fct AFM, and fcc FM states, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 2, the bcc FM state was calculated to be
most stable and its magnetic moment is 2.24 μB, which is
consistent with experimental findings and confirms
reliability of the present calculational method. The fcc
FM states are split into two spin states around atomic
volume of 11.7 Å3 (the corresponding lattice constant a is
about 3.6 Å); a low spin (LS) state and a high spin (HS)
state which are stable for smaller and larger atomic
volume ranges, respectively. It is notable that fct AFM is
most stable among the magnetic states of the fcc-base
structured Fe. This result is distinguishable from a previ-

Fig. 1. A schematic view of the unit cell used for fcc AFM Fe.

Fig. 2. Magnetic moments and total energies of Fe. Triangles
indicate bcc FM; reversed triangles do fcc NM; circles do fct
AFM; squares do fcc FM. There are two fcc FM states, LS and
HS states.
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ous one by linear-combination-of-atomic-orbital, where
an AFM state is almost the same total energy as that of a
NM one [21]. The calculated lattice constants at their
equilibriums are 2.84, 3.53, 3.48, and 3.65 Å for bcc FM,
fct AFM, fcc LS FM, and fcc HS FM states, respectively.
It may be interpreted as that the AFM coupling expands
the bond length between magnetic ions compared to the
FM one. The atomic volume of fct AFM Fe at equili-
brium is a little smaller than that of bcc FM Fe by about
4.3%. 

Since the total energy difference between bcc FM Fe
and fct AFM Fe at their equilibriums is about 90 meV, the
bcc structured FM Fe is proved to be quite stable com-
pared to the other magnetic and crystal structure. As
shown in Fig. 2, the total energy differences between the
different magnetic states of the fcc (including fct) struc-
tured Fe are not quite significant. In particular the total
energy difference (less than 10 meV) between the LS and
HS states in the fcc structured Fe is negligible. Further-
more, the HS FM state is most stable among the present
considered states of fcc (including fct) structured Fe at
larger lattice constants than that (3.65 Å) of the HS FM
state at its equilibrium. It implies that we may do
engineering the magnetic states of an fcc structured Fe,
controlling of the lattice constant of an fcc structured Fe
by selection of a proper fcc structured substrate. 

As shown in upper panel of Fig. 2, the magnetic
moments of Fe in bcc FM and fct AFM states increase
relatively linearly with increase of atomic volume, where-
as the magnetic moment of Fe in the fcc FM state
behaves quite complicatedly. The fcc FM states can be
classified as LS and HS states basically. For the fcc LS
states further classification is possible; there are at least
two more abrupt changes in magnetic moment. The
unsmooth behavior is also exhibited in the total energies
of the fcc LS state. We checked carefully the calculational
procedure with the convergence test for numbers of k-
points and basis functions and self-consistency to confirm
the preciseness of our calculation, but no meaningful
changes were observed. It is plausible for the unsmooth
behaviors to be related to invar property observed in some

fcc structured Fe’s. Further investigation is needed to
clarify the origin of the strange behaviors of total energy
and magnetic moment in the fcc LS state. 

Spin and charge densities are fundamental physical
quantities in density functional theory. Table 1 presents
the number of electrons and the magnetic moment within
each of muffin-tin spheres for different magnetic states of
the fcc and bcc structured Fe. The calculated magnetic
moments of bcc FM, fct AFM, fcc LS FM, and fcc HS
FM are 2.24, 1.63, 1.04, and 2.64 μB at their equilibrium
atomic volumes, respectively. The magnetic moment of
the fcc HS state is larger by more than 18%, being com-
pared to that of the ground state of the bcc FM. It is
noteworthy that an fcc structured Fe can have a large
magnetic moment as aforementioned. 

Fig. 3. The spin-polarized layer-projected density of states in
(a) bcc FM, (b) fct AFM, (c) fcc LS FM, and (d) HS FM
states. The Fermi levels are set to zero.

Table 1. Numbers of the atom-projected l-decomposed spin-up and -down electrons and magnetic moments (in units of μB) inside
each of the muffin-tin spheres.

States
s

↑ (↓)
p

↑ (↓)
d

↑ (↓)
Total
↑ (↓)

M

bcc FM 0.168 (0.174) 0.152 (0.187) 4.125 (1.847) 4.459 (2.219) 2.240
fct AFM 0.189 (0.171) 0.198 (0.173) 3.781 (2.192) 4.181 (2.551) 1.630

fcc LS FM 0.184 (0.186) 0.187 (0.199) 3.532 (2.480) 3.922 (2.880) 1.042
fcc HS FM 0.162 (0.170) 0.139 (0.172) 4.305 (1.631) 4.618 (1.981) 2.637
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Fig. 3 shows atom(integration over each MT sphere)-
and l-projected density of states (DOS) of (a) bcc FM Fe,
(b) fct AFM Fe, (c) fcc LS FM Fe, and (d) fcc HS FM Fe
at their own equilibrium atomic volumes. Solid lines
represent d states and dotted and dashed lines do s and p
states, respectively. Spin up and down states are presented
in separate panels. Roughly speaking, the fcc structures
have similar DOSs except band narrowing or band broad-
ening depending on their atomic volumes. Being com-
pared to the fcc FM HS state, the fcc FM LS state has a
broader band and smaller exchange splitting. The fcc LS
Fe has high values of DOS at its Fermi level for both spin
up and down states, whereas the DOSs at their Fermi
levels of the other Fe’s are low for either spin up state or
spin down one. Almost completely occupation of the spin
up states of the fcc HS Fe is needed to be noted. More
detailed discussion on the relationship of observed
magnetism to corresponding electronic structure will be
given elsewhere.

4. Summary

In this study, we investigated the magnetism of bcc and
fcc structured bulk Fe using the FLAPW method within
GGA by calculating their total energies in NM, FM and
AFM states. We confirmed FM bcc to be the ground state
of a bulk Fe. For fcc structured Fe an AFM state is most
stable compared to NM and FM states which exist as LS
and HS states. The fcc AFM Fe were found to be
stabilized in a tetragonal distortion, while the FM states
remained in a cubic symmetry. The calculated magnetic
moments of bcc FM, fct AFM, fcc LS FM, and fcc HS
FM are 2.24, 1.63, 1.04, and 2.64 μB at their equilibrium
atomic volumes, respectively. It is found that an fcc HS
FM state is achievable with high magnetic moment if a
proper substrate is chosen.
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